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Quit Like a Millionaire

I will Teach You to be
Rich

by Kristy Shen

Two proponents of the FIRE (Financial
Independence, Retire Early) movement
describe how to cut down on spending
without decreasing your quality of life, build
a million-dollar portfolio and fortify your
investments to retire long before age 65.
1st Floor 332.024 SHE

by Ramit Sethi

Celebrating a decade in print, this
anniversary edition of the best-selling
personal finance plan for young adults
inspires readers to use the four pillars of
personal finance to create a "rich life."
1st Floor 332.024 SET

The Truth About Your
Future

Personal finance 101

by Alfred Mill
A comprehensive beginner's guide to
personal finances covers basics ranging
from selecting a bank and understanding
employment benefits packages to
refinancing student loans and establishing
mortgage-worthy credit. 1st Floor 332 MIL

by Ric Edelman

The Investment Guru & #1 New York Times
best-selling author outlines forward-thinking
recommendations on how to make powerful
new choices about saving, investing and
planning for the future.

1st Floor 332.024 EDE

Debt 101

Everyday Millionaire
Millionaires
s

by Michele Cagan
A CPA, author and financial mentor with
more than 20 years of experience presents
this easy-to-follow guide that shows
readers how to pay off the debt they have
plus learning how to debt to their
advantage. 1st Floor 332.024 C
CA
AG

by Chris Hogan

The best-selling author of Retire Inspired
draws on an extensive study of more than
10,000 U.S. millionaires to outline everyday
tools for achieving financial independence.
1st Floor 332.024 HO
HOG
G

How to Make Your
Money Last

The Ultimate
Retirement Guide for
50+

Bryant Quinn
"Quinn provides simple, straightforward
solutions to the universal retirement
dilemma how to make your limited savings
last for life covering mortgages, social
security, income investing, annuities, and
more" P.W.
1st Floor
Floor332.024014
332.024014 QUI

by Suze Orman
" Suze Orman, America's most recognized
expert on personal finance, answers all the
questions that keep you up at night-starting
with the biggest one: it is never too late to
start planning for a next act that's fulfilling
and secure," 1st Floor 332.024014 ORM

Playing with fire

by Scott Rieckens
"A detailed profile of an alternative lifestyle
known as FIRE (Financial Independence
Retire Early), in which participants strive to
retire in their 30s or 40s by living frugally,
saving creatively, and investing efficiently.
1st Floor 332.024 RIE

Napkin Finance

by Tina Hay
Fun and accessible, a handy crash
course in personal finance, written by
the founder of Napkin Finance, provides
a visual learning strategy to help readers
master even the most complex financial
topics. 1st Floor 332.024 HA
HAY
Y
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